
GREENSCREEN
CHALLENGE

floating heads
Make your body disappear!

Flying ghosts
Float about the scene!

Home sweet Pumpkin
Shrink down to live inside a jack-o-lantern!

WIzard's spell
Make someone disappear!
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GETTING STARTED

CREATING

This task can be completed with a greenscreen placed on the floor, and the image
taken from above, looking down. It can also be completed with a fabric greenscreen
draped over chairs. 

Open the Do Ink Greenscreen app. (1)
Tap “+”, then “Create a New Project”. (2)
On the Background layer (the bottom layer): Tap “+”, then “Photos”, then select an
image. (3)
Add the camera to the Middleground (the middle layer) by tapping “+”, then “Add
the Camera”. (4)
If your greenscreen is laid out on the floor, have your subject lay on top of it. If
your greenscreen is draped over chairs, your subject should lay across the chairs.
*(You should be able to see green all the way around your subject.)
Should you need to get rid of the room background, you can simply walk closer, or:

Use the “Crop” option. (5) Drag the yellow selection corners (6) to get rid of any
background that is not green. 
Use the “Mask” option. (7) Select the eraser (8), adjust the size and shape if
needed, and erase what you don’t need. 

By using your fingers, you can zoom and rotate your subject.
Place your subject where you would like within the frame. 
Select “image” and “Capture Image”. (9)
Your project will appear for your review. Select “Save” (10) then “Save Image” (11) to
add it to your camera roll. 
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CREATING
Open the Do Ink Greenscreen app. (1)
Tap “+”, then “Create a New Project”. (2)
On the Background layer (the bottom layer): Tap “+”, then “Photos”, then select a
background photo. (3)
Add the camera to the Middleground (the middle layer) by tapping “+”, then “Add
the Camera”. (4)
Have your subject(s) stand in front of the greenscreen.
Should you need to get rid of the room background, you can simply walk closer, or:

Use the “Crop” option. (5) Drag the yellow selection corners (6) to get rid of any
background that is not green. 
Use the “Mask” option. (7) Select the eraser (8), adjust the size and shape if
needed, and erase what you don’t need. 

By using your fingers, you can zoom and rotate your subject.
Place your subject(s) where you would like within the frame. 
Two additional people should stand to either side of the shot, both holding a piece
of green material (fabric, tablecloth, paper…)
Select “video” then “Record Video”. (9)
During filming, as the ‘wizard’ moves their hands to make the subject disappear,
the green material should be slowly lifted. 
After you complete filming, your project will appear for your review. Select “Save”
(10) then “Save Video” (11) to add it to your camera roll. 
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GETTING STARTED

CREATING

You will need a green background to stand in front of as well as something green to
drape around your shoulders. (Green fabric or a green plastic tablecloth, for example.)

Open the Do Ink Greenscreen app. (1)
Tap “+”, then “Create a New Project”. (2)
On the Background layer (the bottom layer): Tap “+”, then “Photos”, then select an
image. (3)
Add the camera to the Middleground (the middle layer) by tapping “+”, then “Add
the Camera”. (4)
Have your subject stand in front of the greenscreen.
Use the green fabric as a drape to hide the subject's body. Only the head should
remain uncovered.
Should you need to get rid of the room background, you can simply walk closer, or:

Use the “Crop” option. (5) Drag the yellow selection corners (6) to get rid of any
background that is not green. 
Use the “Mask” option. (7) Select the eraser (8), adjust the size and shape if
needed, and erase what you don’t need. 

By using your fingers, you can zoom and rotate your subject.
Place your subject where you would like within the frame. 
Select “image” and “Capture Image”. (9)
Your project will appear for your review. Select “Save” (10) then “Save Image” (11) to
add it to your camera roll. 
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CREATING
Open the Do Ink Greenscreen app. (1)
Tap “+”, then “Create a New Project”. (2)
On the Background layer (the bottom layer): Tap “+”, then “Photos”, then select a
jack-o-lantern image. (3)
Add the camera to the Middleground (the middle layer) by tapping “+”, then “Add
the Camera”. (4)
Have your subject stand in front of the greenscreen.
Should you need to get rid of the room background, you can simply walk closer, or:

Use the “Crop” option. (5) Drag the yellow selection corners (6) to get rid of any
background that is not green. 
Use the “Mask” option. (7) Select the eraser (8), adjust the size and shape if
needed, and erase what you don’t need. 

By using your fingers, you can zoom and rotate your subject.
Place your subject where you would like within the frame. 
Select “image” and “Capture Image”. (9) 
Your project will appear for your review. Select “Save” (10) then “Save Image” (11) to
add it to your camera roll. 
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